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Abstract  

KK with analogue nonlinear processing could require less energy than DSP. We show the square-root can be replaced with a 
logarithmic diode. This approximation surprisingly gives performance advantages at low carrier levels, especially when using  
lower-extent clipping.  

1 Introduction  
Kramers-Kronig (KK) processing at a receiver enables 
fieldmodulated single-sideband optical signals to be cleaned 
of the distortion caused by the signal×signal mixing product 
of photodetection [1, 2]. KK receivers have recently produced 
spectacular results using only a single photodiode [3], but 
challenges remain, including the power consumption of the 
DSP due to oversampling [4,5], and its associated heat 
dissipation for short-haul optics with on-board processing.  
  
This paper examines the possibility of using high-speed 
analogue processing at the receiver. The logarithms are easy 
to perform using semiconductor diodes (and would not require 
oversampling, being unsampled), but the square-root is more 
problematic to implement. Thus, using simulations, we show 
that the square-root can be replaced by a logarithm. Curve 
fitting suggests that sqrt(x) should be replaced by 0.3+ln(1+x); 
however, simulations show that using ln(x) gives much 
improved error rates at low CSPRs, when used with our 
previously introduced clipping of the negative extents of the 
logarithm in the correction path [6].   

2 Background  
Figure 1 shows our KK receiver model, divided into a main 
signal path and a correction signal path. Conventionally both 
paths have a shared sqrt function after the photoreceiver [1]; 
however, the sqrt in the correction path can be implemented 
by halving the output of its logarithm, so this is what we do. 
In theory, given a sufficiently strong optical carrier to 
guarantee the Minimum Phase (MP) condition [1], the KK 
receiver should be able to perfectly reconstruct an electrical 
representation of the complex optical field from the 
photocurrent of a single photodiode. A strong carrier, leading 
to a large carrier-to-signal power ratio (CSPR) is often used, 
though this is wasteful of transmitted signal power.  

As we have shown previously for low CSPRs [6], descending 
noise spikes cause the signal to approach or drop below zero, 
and are amplified by the correction path’s logarithm, causing 
extended-duration distortion after the Hilbert transform. The  

 

 

result is that some constellation points ‘fly-away’ from their 
clusters, causing symbol errors. We previously showed that 
clipping the descending peaks of a noisy photodiode signal 
had a strongly beneficial effect on system performance, 
particularly at low CSPRs. The ‘take away’ was that the 
theoretically perfect KK may not be the optimum in noisy 
systems, and this has led us to explore other approximations.   

  

Fig. 1. Block diagram of receiver system showing 
modifications (red) under study.   
  
Another motivation of this work was that early 
implementations of the KK algorithm, to reduce distortion in 
radio receivers when receiving SSB signals, used analogue 
signal processing [5]. Given that oversampling is required for 
some stages of the digital processing, due to the logarithmic 
function extending the spectrum [4], analogue processing may 
be advantageous. Also showing that approximations to KK are 
possible, Bo and Kim [8] have replaced ln() with a quadratic 
polynomial in DSP to eliminate oversampling in DSP, and 
Fullner have approximated the Hilbert transform [9].  

Hartner et al. [10] have used a Schottky barrier diode (SBD), 
with its ln() function, in a THz wireless KK receiver following 
an optical link, where a sqrt function was desired [9]. 
Conversely, we propose using a SBD as a processing element 
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in an optical KK receiver, as their bandwidths extend to 100’s 
of GHz [11]. It is well known that SBDs have an exponential 
relationship between current, Id, and voltage, Vd:  

Vd VT ln 1 id / IS  , where IS is the saturation current  
(<< nA), η is the ideality factor (1-2),  and VT is the thermal 
voltage (≈26 mV). If the photocurrent is shunted into a parallel 
SBD, the circuit voltage will be the log of the photocurrent. 
Alternatively, the photodiode could be forward biased, so 
could act as the log-diode itself; however, this would impact 
on its speed due to charged carrier storage. Such a circuit could 
provide the first stages of the correction-path in a KK receiver; 
however, the main signal path requires a square-root.   

Square-root functions are difficult to implement at GHz 
frequencies. One method is to use is sqrt(x) = exp(ln(x)/2), but 
this requires an exponential generator, such as a bipolar 
junction transistor. Thus we have explored approximating the 
square-root by a logarithm, which could be implemented by a 
single microwave SBD, due to the close correspondence of 
their functions over a limited range, as shown in Fig 1.   

3 Simulation Results  
The candidate system is 16-QAM 100-Gbps 25-Gbaud 
singlesideband (offset from the carrier by 13.5 GHz) with a 
Nyquist roll-off of 0.1, with SNR limited by thermal noise.  
  
To test replacing the sqrt by ln(), we ran simulations using 
VPItransmissionMaker. We first generalised the sqrt 
approximation as y = a + ln(b+x), with a and b free parameters. 
Because a is simply a DC offset to the passband output signal, 
it makes little difference to the result, and so we then included 
a 100-MHz low-pass filter to remove any DC offset after ln().  
  
Initially, the received signal power was fixed at 0.05 mW, and 
the carrier power was 0.05×10CSPR(dB)/10 mW. The photodiode 
had unity responsivity, followed by an effective 
transimpedance of 10 kΩ and a 70-GHz low-pass filter 
representing oversampling. Reducing this bandwidth to 
30GHz had no effect. 13.5-GHz filters were used before 
slicing. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was set by the 
amplifier’s thermal noise. For a CSPR of 6 dB, it was 23.6 dB; 
7-dB gave 24.5 dB, or 8 dB gave 25.5 dB, due to the stronger 
carrier. The laser linewidth was zero and fibre dispersion was 
not included.  
  
Signal quality was assessed by counting the symbol errors and 
calculating the error ratio (SER). The Bit Error Ratio (BER) 
will be approximately one-quarter of the SER for Gray coding. 
As in our previous paper, clipping of the negative extents of 
the input into the log on the correction path was used, initially 
at a level of 1% of the mean value of the signal, which provides 
little improvement in itself. The output of the ln() in the main 
signal path was also clipped at -3. We found that retaining 
these negative-going peaks of the ln() helped signal quality, 
especially for low offsets; of course, only positive numbers 
would be expected out of the usual sqrt function.   
  

Figure 2 plots the SER versus the offset at the input to the 
natural logarithm in the main path of the system, for three 
different CSPRs. Although theoretically an offset of 1 shows 
the best fit to the sqrt function, surprisingly the SER improves 
as the offset approaches zero. For low offsets, the nulls in the 
input signal receive more amplification due to the log function 
and occasionally become negative, whereas the usual 
implementation of the sqrt stays positive. Of course, as the 
later processing of the signal mixes it to baseband (and 
recovers the I and Q components), the change in DC levels 
will not matter. The figure also contains markers for when the 
sqrt function is used in the main path, both for 1% and optimal 
(40%) lower-extent clipping. These all have worse SERs than 
when using the ln() function with 1% clipping and zero offset.  

  
Fig. 2. Symbol Error Rate (SER) versus min path log input 
offset for three values of carrier-to-signal ratio (CSPR). 
Labels * are for sqrt function with 1% lower-extent clipping 
in the correction path (giving similar results to conventional 
KK systems) and + are for near-optimal clipping.  
  
Figure 3 shows constellations for 7-dB CSPR. The left plot is 
for unity offset: the right plot is for zero offset. The right plot 
has much more tightly arranged constellation clusters, with far 
fewer spurious points between them. Examination of the 
constellations for a range of offsets showed that the spurious 
points move closer to the main clusters when the offset, b, is 
decreased towards zero.  

  
Fig. 3. Constellations for 7-dB CSPR, for b= 1 and 0.   
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Fig. 4. Symbol error rate versus main path log input offset, b, 
for a range of thermal noise levels. CSPR= 7 dB, negative 
extent clipping is 1% of mean.  
Figure 4 shows that the idea works for a range of thermal noise 
settings, even zero thermal noise. The improvement is best for 
zero offset, and close to SERs required for systems with 
‘lightweight’ FEC such as KP4. The case for zero thermal 
noise indicates a very strong improvement, suggesting that the  

Fig. 5. SER versus main path ln() input offset, b, for a range 
of lower-path clipping levels (labels, as a percentage of mean).  
Thermal noise is 60 pA/√Hz and received signal is 0.05 mW.  
  
Figure 5 explores the use of lower-extent clipping in the 
correction path, as introduced at OFC2019 [6], in combination 
with using a ln() function in the main signal path. Performing 

strong negative-extent clipping in the correction path gives 
near-optimal results, such as at 10% of the mean level with 
zero offset (grey lines). Interestingly stronger clipping prefers 
non-zero offsets; this is especially clear for 31% clipping at 

7dB CSPR, where an offset close to 0.3 is optimal (orange 
line). KP4 FEC requires a BER of 8×10-5, equivalent to an 
SER of 3.2×10-4, indicated by the red arrows. A combination 
of using the ln() and negative-extent clipping allows this to be 
approached between 7- and 8-dB CSPR. In contrast, using a 
conventional sqrt function with optimal clipping (dashed 
lines) provides significantly worse SERs, as does using only 
small negative-extent clipping (e.g. <1 %).   
  
Figure 6 plots the SER versus received power for systems 
using the square-root or the ln() in the main signal path; in both 
cases the optimum lower-extent clipping was identified by 
extensive simulations, with CSPRs from 6-10 dB. The 
observation is that the combination of ln() in the main path, 
and optimised lower-extent clipping in the correction path 
allows lower CSPRs to be used without a SER-floor.  
Conventional sqrt() with no negative-extent clipping (…) 
gives the worst SER floors, e.g. at 10-dB CSPR the 
performance is similar to the 7-dB sqrt with optimum clipping 
(- - -), with a SER floor around 8×10-3. The 7-dB ln() with 
clipping (—) is better still, with no SER floor visible.  

4 Conclusions  
This paper has shown that the sqrt function in a KK receiver 
can be replaced by an analogue logarithm, which could be 
more energy efficient than DSP. Surprisingly, a combination 

low offset is fundamentally improving the KK processing at  
low CSPRs, rather than supressing the effects of noise alone.  
  

  

  
Fig. 6. Comparisons between using the sqrt function and the  
ln() function in the main signal path, for optimal lower-extent  
clipping in the correction path.  
  
  
The other functions within KK processing have to be  
considered. Hilbert transforms can be implemented as  
microwave networks [12], integrated to reduce size. Very  
high-performance mixers use Gilbert cells [13]; the complex  
exponential could be approximated a cosine [7] as the main  
path is pass-band, using a diode piece-wise linear function.  
The clippers could also use diodes, but biased to give an abrupt  
response. Integration of all analogue functions would improve  
performance, but DSP could be retained for some stages,  
possibly by using independent ADCs for both paths.  
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of negative-extent (NE) clipping in the correction path, and 
zero offset before the ln() in the main path gives the best SERs, 
significantly better than using NE clipping with the 
conventional sqrt in the main path. Thus very high-speed 
Schottky barrier diodes (such as used in sampling heads and 
THz receivers) could be used in both the main and correction 
paths to implement the nonlinear functions, and adopting zero 
offset suggests that the same diode could be used for both 
paths. These results also suggest that there may be other 
improvements possible by moving away from theoretically 
perfect implementations of the KK algorithm, to 
accommodate common signal distortions in optical systems.   
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